Spotlight Session: Mixed Methods with MAXQDA

In mixed methods studies, both qualitative and quantitative data are collected and analyzed. MAXQDA provides numerous functions for evaluating both types of data separately:

Kuckartz and Rädiker (2019, 2021) distinguish three forms of integration in mixed methods studies:

- **Results-based integration** can be performed in any mixed methods project.
- **Data-based integration** requires that qualitative and quantitative data are available for at least some of the cases that can be matched on a case-by-case or group-by-group basis.
- **Sequence-based integration** occurs in sequential designs: the results of the qualitative or quantitative sub-study guide the subsequent sub-study, e.g., the selection of cases or the development of an interview guideline or standardized questionnaire.

MAXQDA provides functions for all of these integration variants but plays to its great strength in data-based integration, in which qualitative and quantitative data are analyzed together.

Most mixed methods functions can be found on the **Mixed Methods** menu tab:
Tip: All the mixed methods functions presented here can also be usefully applied in many qualitative projects, especially when standardized background information is available in the form of document variables in the MAXQDA project.

The Document Variables

MAXQDA’s document variables provide a bridge between the qualitative and quantitative data: supplementary standardized data are available for the documents (that is, mostly the cases) of a project, for example, scale values are available for each person interviewed and, in the case of surveys, the answers to closed questions are available in addition to the answers to open questions:

Transform code to variable

Each code (qualitative) can be saved as a document variable (quantitative) that indicates how often the code was assigned in a document (right-click Code > Transform into Document Variable or Mixed Methods > Quantitizing):

Variables created this way can be analyzed statistically or used for the selection of qualitative documents.
Activate Documents via Variables

The Mixed Methods > Activate Documents via Variables feature allows you to select documents or to save groupings of documents as document sets in the “Document System” for further analyses.

1) Create logical conditions with document variables

2) Activate documents or create new document set

Document set containing documents that meet the conditions
Statistics for document variables

The Document Variables > Statistics for Document Variables function can be used to create frequency tables and diagrams for variables. In addition, descriptive statistics can be requested.

Statistics for QUAL groups

Mixed Methods > Statistics for QUAL Groups generates the following table for the comparison of statistical characteristics for qualitatively formed groups:

Columns = qualitatively formed groups (e.g., a typology)
Rows = document variables (quantitative)
Cells = number and percentages or mean and standard deviation, depending on the variable.

Note: Using the Mixed Methods > Typology Table function, you create an identically structured table, the only difference is that for creating the columns document variables are used instead of codes.
Interactive Quote Matrix, QUAL Themes for QUAN Groups

Mixed Methods > Interactive Quote Matrix as well as Mixed Methods > QUAL Themes for QUAN Groups generates the following table for the comparison of coded segments or their summaries for quantitatively formed groups:

Columns = groups formed using document variables (quantitative)
Rows = Codes (qualitative)
Cells = coded segments or their summaries

Crosstab

Mixed Methods > Crosstab creates a table with the same structure as the Interactive Quote Matrix, but code frequencies are displayed in the cells:
Similarity analysis for documents, document map

Mixed Methods > Similarity Analysis for Documents creates a “Documents x Documents” table. The cells are colored the more intensively the more similar two documents are in terms of assigned codes and variable values:

This data is used, for example, for Visual Tools > Document Map to place documents on a map according to their similarity in terms of codes and/or variable values:
MAXQDA Stats

With the help of MAXQDA Stats (which is available for all MAXQDA Analytics Pro licenses) additional statistical functionalities and mixed methods features are available, e.g., statistical crosstabs with variables in the columns and codes in the rows, including association measures and grouped bar charts:

... and interactive connections of the quantitative and qualitative data in a project, e.g., a feature to save documents in a results table's cell as a document set:

More information

- YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=maxqda+mixed+methods
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